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ROSEMARY A. MCCARNEY*

Language Politics: Doing

Business in Quebec
Language is not one of those fundamental rights with which Americans
are familiar. In Canada, however, it has been a rallying cry for students,
labor and politicians, both French and English, for over two centuries.
For Quebec, preservation and promotion of the French language is seen
as a sine qua non of the survival and integrity of the French-Canadian
culture. From a majority position in Canada in 1759 when the 60,000 Catholic French-speakers became British subjects, Francophones' today represent 28 percent of the Canadian population, as compared to Anglophones
who make up 58 percent of the population. (The balance of 14 percent
2
claim a mother tongue neither French nor English).
Language and politics are interchangeable in the Canadian national
scheme. Since the francophone population is concentrated in Quebec, the
government of the province has historically played a stem, paternalistic role
as the vigilant protector of the province's culture against the English-speaking majority in Canada, and less significantly but still a factor, the Englishspeaking majority of North America.
The Charter of the French Language 3 therefore should have come as no
surprise to even casual observers of Quebec politics. To the business person, viewed in context, it should represent only one more example,
although a far less radical one, of the ethnic-cultural nationalism that
emerged throughout the world in the late sixties.
The historical setting of the legislation is significant. Until Law 101,
Canadian language legislation was analogous to the language legislation of
many other multilingual states in the world. Law 101 enacted in 1977, how*Ms.

McCarney practices law in Cleveland.
'Francophone and Anglophone are used here to indicate those who claim French and English respectively as their mother tongue.
2
Report ofthe Royal Comm'n, I BILINGUALISM AND BICULTURALISM, 85 (1967-70) [hereinafter cited as RCBB].
'Charter of the French Language, R.S.Q. c.c-l 1 (1977) [hereinafter cited as the Charter].
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ever, represents a major departure from the legislation of other multilinguistic regimes around the word by undertaking to regulate not merely
language use in public agencies, such as government service, courts and
schools as is done for example in Belgium and Switzerland, but rather the
language of use of the private sector.
Law 101 touches business in three principal ways: in the language of
work (communications between employer and employees, offers of employment and promotions, collective agreements, etc.), the language of business
and commerce (advertising, catalogues, labels, etc.), and in the requirements of francization.
The scope of the legislation and how business has in fact conformed to
the legislation is a case study in corporate adaptability.
I. The Legislative Setting
The historic setting for Law 101, the Charter of the French Language in
Quebec, is that of over two centuries of legislative action concerning the coexistence of the French and English languages in Canada. It would be premature to say that Law 101 is the final chapter of this uniquely Canadian
drama.
Beginning with the Royal Proclamation of 17634 following the British
Conquest, the French language has been given in some form, continuous
legislative protection. The 1763 Royal Proclamation which began the more
serious process of recognizing the status of the French language in the conquered territories was followed by the Quebec Act of 1774 which officially
recognized the fact of cultural duality. The growth of the English population, however, caused continued French fears of absorption, and shortly
after, the Constitutional Act of 17915 divided the Laurentian Territory into
English-speaking Upper Canada and French-speaking Lower Canada,
granting equal status to English and French in the Legislative Assembly of
Lower Canada.
While the 1840 Act of Union 6 which reunited Upper and Lower Canada
into the province of Canada eliminated the official status of French in the
Legislative Assembly, in practice the French language continued to be used
to such an extent that the official language status of French was re-established in 1848. Significantly then official bilingualism was in place long
before Confederation.
The British North America Act (the "B.N.A. Act") 7 of 1867, the founding
document of the Canadian Confederation, has been characterized as a
treaty between races. The B.N.A. Act which until April of 1982 served as
4

The Royal Proclamation, 1763 (Imp.), R.S.C. 1970, Appendix II, No. I.
'Constitutional Act, 1791 (Imp.), R.S.C. 1970, Appendix II, No. 4.
6
Union Act, 1840 (Imp.), R.S.C. 1970, Appendix II, No. 4.
7The British North America Act and its amendments are set out in R.S.C. 1970, Appendix
II, No. 5. (Since with the enactment of the Canada Act, in 1981, the B.N.A. Act became the

Constitution Act, 1867.)
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the Constitution of Canada, provides in section 133 for the use of French
and English as the languages of the judiciary and legislature in Quebec and
in the Parliament of Canada and courts of Canada.8 In addition, section 93
of the B.N.A. Act provides for denominational education. (Although section 93 on its face appears to be legislation in respect of language, at the
time of Confederation, the linguistic division reflected religious affiliations
between the Catholic faith in what is now Quebec and the Protestant faith
in what is now Ontario.)
Between 1867 and the onset of the "Quiet Revolution" in 1960, the health
and status of the French language suffered a series of legislative setbacks at
the hands of the provinces. Of greater importance, however, the expansion
of Anglophone business interests (Canadian and American) in Quebec
urban centres and particularly Montreal had resulted, through custom and
usage, in the near exclusive use of English as the language of the work
place.
With the onset of the "Quiet Revolution" Quebec entered a cultural and
social renaissance, the effects of which have impacted every element of
Quebec life. Sweeping changes in the role of the church in matters of education resulted for the first time in a separation of church and state, with the
state becoming a leading advocate of a new economic nationalism based in
French cultural integrity.
The federal government met the criticism of the inadequacies of its
existing linguistic legislative regime by a comprehensive review of language
9
policy in the 1963 Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism.
The Report of the Royal Commission concluded from its survey of language rights that the existing laws were "wholly inadequate . . . [to] give
effect to the concept of the country as an equal partnership between two
linguistic communities. . . There does not exist a fully developed linguistic regime expressing the bicultural character of the country as a whole and
based on well defined and fully accepted legal rights.' 0
The federal government responded to the report by enacting the Official
Languages Act of 1969.11 At the federal level certain linguistic practices
had, however, evolved prior to 1969, including simultaneous translation of
parliamentary debates, the publication of bilingual postage stamps, bank
'Section 133 provides that:

Either the English or the French language may be used by any person in the Debates of the
Houses of the Parliament of Canada and of the Houses of the Legislature of Quebec, and
both those languages shall be used in the respective Records and Journals of those Houses;
and either of those languages may be used by any person or in any pleading or process in or
issuing from any Court of Canada established under this Act, and or from all or from any of
the Courts of Quebec.
The Acts of the Parliament of Canada and of the Legislature of Quebec shall be printed and
published in both those languages.
B.N.A. Act, § 133, 30 & 31 Victoria, c. 3.
'RCBB, supra note 2.
1Id. at 69.
"Can. Stat. c. 54 (1968-9).
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notes and government publications, and broadcasting by the national
French television network to all regions with francophone minorities. The
Official Languages Act went further. Section 2 of the Act declares
that: "The English and French languages are the official languages of
Canada for all purposes of Parliament and the Government of Canada, and
possess and enjoy equality of status and equal rights and privileges as to
their use in all the institutions of the Parliament and Government of
12
Canada."'
Section 2 obliges the federal government, including all its departments,
agencies and crown corporations to acknowledge the equal status of English
and French as languages of service to the Canadian public. In addition,
other provisions of the Act call for the use of both languages in the courts,
and the establishment of bilingual districts where population warrants it.
In April of this year, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom was
proclaimed in force.' 3 Its effect is to "constitutionalize" much of the Official Languages Act. Specifically, in matters of language and culture, the
charter accomplishes four things: (1) it grants permanently to the French
language the status of official language of Canada, on an equal footing with
English,' 4 and further requires the federal government to serve the citizens
of Canada in the official language of their choice; 15 (2) it guarantees the
right of French and English-speaking minorities in the provinces to have6
their children educated in their own language, where numbers warrant;'
(3) it entrenches in the Constitution New Brunswick's commitment to
make French and English the official languages of that province and, in
matters of language in the courts and the legislature, to have the same obligations now imposed on Quebec and Manitoba by section 133 of the B.N.A.
commitment to respect
Act; 17 and (4) it proclaims the federal government's
8
and promote the cultural pluralism of Canada.'
Provincial legislation has also been enacted to give recognition to the
aims of the Official Languages Act.
New Brunswick's Official Languages Act 19 acknowledges the right of
children to be educated in their own mother tongue and to be taught the
other language as a second language. Ontario in 1968 enacted legislation to
authorize the use of French in the teaching of all subjects, to make French
an obligatory language of instruction under certain conditions and to
authorize the establishment of French language secondary schools. 20 And,
'Id., § 2.
"Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I, Sch. B of the new Canada Act, 1982
(U.K.)
"Id., § 16(1).
'Id.,
§ 20.
6

' 1d., § 23(3).
"Id., § 16(2).
"Id., § 27.
"An Act Respecting the Official Languages of New Brunswick, N.B., STAT. c. 14 (1969).
'The Public Schools Act, R.S.O. c. 385 (1970).
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in Manitoba the Education Act of 197021 recognized English and French as
the two official languages of education in the public schools.
Canada is not the only state to attempt to legislate certain language

rights. Several states grant official status to two or more national languages: Belgium recognizes French and Dutch as official languages; Finland that of Finnish and Swedish; Czechoslovakia that of Czech and
Slovak; South Africa that of Afrikaans and English; Switzerland that of

German, Italian, and French while also according Romanche the status of a
national language, although not an official language; and Yugoslavia recognizes Serbo-Croation, Slovenian, and Macedonian as official languages and
accords regional status to nine others.
In addition, several other bilingual states give "special language rights"
to other linguistic minorities: the United Kingdom to the Welsh, New Zealand to the Maori, Israel to the Arabic, and Denmark and Belgium to the
German.
In attempting to legislate linguistic regimes, states have generally chosen
between two principles-the principle of territoriality, where language
availability is limited to a specific territory or region, and the principle of
personality, the language chosen by or attributed to the individuals being
served. 22 Two examples of the territoriality principal are the language policy of Switzerland, where with the exception of centralized federal services
the cantons are unilingual rather than bilingual, and Belgium where, with
the exception of Brussels, which is bilingual, history has marked out linguistic borders outside of Brussels creating a French south and a Flemish
north. (The Swiss cantons are able to maintain their unilingual character
because they also have jurisdiction over immigration.) South Africa's policy of extending government services universally in both Afrikaans and
23
English is an example of the personality principle.
Finland and Canada have adopted a hybrid system between these two
principles by classifying their territory according to a flexible system of
24
unilingual and bilingual districts based on population.
Quebec's responses in the years following the Official Languages Act
have been two serious attempts at official unilingualism beginning with the
Liberal government's introduction of Bill 22 in 1974,25 followed in turn by
the Parti Quebocois' Bill 101,26 passed by the National Assembly in August
of 1977 which made French the only official language in Quebec.
Law 101 is more than anything else a symbol. More than simply language legislation it was a charter, the purpose of which was "the takeover of
2

An Act to Amend the Public Schools Act, S.M. c. 66 (1970).
2aMcRae, Bilingual Language Districtsin Finland and Canada: Adventures in the Transplanting of an Institution, 4 CANADIAN PUBLIC POLICY, 332 (1978).
21d. at 332.
2
41d. at 332.
"Official Languages Act, QUE. STAT. c. 6 (1974).
'The Charter, supra note 3.
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[the] whole collective political destiny [of Quebec]." ' 27 To the business community its impact was more practical than symbolic.
Reactions to the Charter of the French Language have centered on two
controversial provisions, the first legislating the language of education
which has had secondary impact on the business community and the second
legislating the language of business.
Before examining the controversial sections of the charter mandating the
use of French it is important to appreciate the backdrop of social and economic conditions influencing the Quebec government in enacting Law 101.
II. The Social-Economic Setting
In 1976, 26.1 percent of the total Canadian population was francophone.
Of the 27.1 percent of the
population of Canada living in Quebec, 81.3 per28
cent were francophone.
Results of the studies done in the sixties for the Royal Commission on
Bilingualism and Biculturalism showed that socially and economically
Francophones were in a far weaker position than Anglophones in the work
world and ".

.

.

decidedly and consistently lower in average income

levels, in schooling levels, in occupational scales and in the ownership of
' 29
industry.
The income of members of the male labor force of French origin was 20
percent less than the income of those of British origin. Similarly, the
income of those of French mother tongue was less than those of English
mother tongue by the same proportion.3 0 "In Quebec, those of French
mother tongue earned 37 percent less than those of English mother tongue
'3
and those of French origin 35 percent less than those of British origin." '
(At the same time Canadians of British origin32had an average of two years
more schooling than those of French origin.)
The Royal Commission relied on 1961 statistics before the full effects of
the Quiet Revolution on the education system were felt. However, more
recent analyses indicate that notwithstanding a slight narrowing of the gap
between incomes of English and French speaking persons, the structure
remains disturbingly unbalanced. 33 "[A]mong the eight principal ethnic
groups in Quebec [German, British, French, Hungarian, Italians, Jews,
Poles and Ukranians] the French in 1970 occupied last place in median
2"FinancialPost, Feb. 5, 1977, statement by Camille Laurin, Minister responsible for the
language legislation.
28

Vaillancourt, La Charte de la languefrancaise: un essai d'analyse, 4 CANADIAN PUBLIC
POLICY, 285 (1978).
29

RCBB, supra note 2, at 5.

-1Id.at 20.

"Id. at 20.
"Id. at 33.
"The White Paper on Quebec's Policy on the French Language. Unofficial text (translation)
Mimeo p. 18 [hereinafter cited as The White Paper]. But see infra note 45.
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salaries of male workers in the non-agricultural sector."'34
In occupational distribution, the difference between those of British and
French origin were also significant. In 1961, 21 percent of the British compared with 14 percent of the French, were in the top occupational brackets
(professionals and managers); in the two blue collar categories (craftsmen
and unskilled laborers), those of French origin had the largest propor35
tion: 39 percent, compared with 30 percent for those of British origin.
In terms of ownership of industry, out of nine industrial sectors (agriculture, transportation and economics, wholesale trade, retail trade, finance,
services), establishments owned by francophone interests (24 percent of the
total labor force) were divided among the remaining seven industrial
36
sectors.
The highly advantaged position of Anglophones can be seen by a sample
of some of the statistics provided by the Royal Commission for large
manufacturing firms in Quebec and outside the Montreal area:
[A]lthough only 15 percent of all employees were anglophones, they comprised
some 30 percent of those earning more than $5,000. Moreover they made up 61
percent of those earning
from $10,000-$14,999 and 77 percent of those in the
37
highest income range.
The Commission's conclusions on the hiring practices of large firms in
Quebec is familiar to those who have examined the hiring practices of
foreign firms in Third World countries:
... firms relied heavily on the local labor market for blue collar employees but
very little for higher managerial and professional staff. This situation reflects the
circumstances at the founding of many big operations in Quebec. Many of these
firms brought with them their own skilled craftsmen as well as foremen, engineers
and managers. They relied on the local community only for blue collar workers,
some clerical help and a few more highly paid people to perform roles as
intermediaries
between the plant management and the Francophone workers and
38
community.
The Commission of Inquiry on the Position of the French Language and
on Language Rights in Quebec (the "Gendron Commission") 39 carried out
a series of studies in the 1970s on these same issues. The collection of studies showed that English clearly dominated as the language of work communications. It was found that in the province 83 percent of all
communications were in English, in Montreal 84 percent and in the outlying areas, 70 percent. 4°
3
*Fortin, La dimension economique de la crise poliique canadienne, 4, CANADIAN
POLICY,
311 (1978).
35
RCBB, supra note 2, at 37.
Id. at 53-54.
3Id. at 455.
38
1d. at 456.
39

PUBLIC

COMMISSION D'ENQUETE SUR LA SITUATION DE LA LANGUE FRANCAISE ET SUR LES DROITS
LINGUISTIQUES AU QUEBEC (COMMISSION GENDRON). LA SITUATION DE LA LANGUE FRANCAISE AU QUEBEC; 1972.

'The White Paper, supra note 33, at 19.
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Notwithstanding then the official equality of the English and French languages in Canada, the lack of equality of economic opportunity remained
for those of French origin. It was this that the Charter of the French Language sought to redress through its legislation addressing the language of
classroom instruction and the language of business and commerce.
Recent studies indicate that the presence of Francophones among supervisory staff in Quebec's largest corporations has increased by 1 percent per
year over the past five years. 4' Among managers of local branches a 75
percent representation has already been achieved. 42 And, the Director of
Francization of the Centre de Linguistique de l'Entreprise has indicated
that French representation in the managerial levels should be close to 100
43
percent by 1985.
While a strict quantitative assessment of the benefits to the Francophone
community is difficult due to a lack of data permitting a comparison over
time of the language situation, there is sufficient evidence available to
demonstrate that the situation has in fact changed substantially in just five
years as a result of the education and business language provisions of the
Charter.

In contrast to the historical situation, it will now "pay" to speak French
in Quebec. 44
III. The Charter of the French Language
While language legislation may seem to be a simplistic approach to reme-

dying such social and structural inequalities, in fact in the Quebec context it
is the only approach which portends success.
Although the original premise of the legislation was the cultural-linguistic integrity of the French, this could only be achieved in the long term
"See, Laporte, Language Planningin Quebec: An Evaluation, paper read at the 76th Annual
Meeting of the American Sociological Association, Augst 24-28, 1981 (Toronto)
(unpublished).
421d.
4

1Correspondence from the Director of Francization of the Centre de linguistique
de
'enterprise, May 6, 1982.
" According to a study released by Alliance Quebec, a province-wide anglophone activist
organization, in March of 1982, the francization program has resulted in English firms discriminating against unilingual anglophones.
The speeding-up process of francization has really put a large number of English-speaking
people at a disadvantage in the job market with no adequate provision made by the government, educational institutions or industry. [However] bilingual anglophones in Quebec are
'in a particularly enviable position . . . Personnel officers, whether anglophone or
francophone, felt that this group had more career opportunities than any other group in
Quebec.' Malaret, THE GLOBE AND MAIL, FrancizationPlan CreatingBias, March 31, 1982,
at 1, Col. 2. Under the Charter, thirty-nine professional groups must now pass French language proficiency tests to be able to practice in the province. The Charter, § 35, and see fn.
75 infra. In addition, recent studies demonstrate that the gap in earning power between
Francophones and Anglophones has decreased substantially in the last ten years. See generally Boulet, La Langue et le revenu du travailleur a Montreal, CONSEIL ECONOMIQUE Du
CANADA, 1980 (Ottawa) and Vaillancourt, Les Revenus et la language francaise, EDITEUR
OFFICIEL Du QUEBEC, 1981.
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through focusing on English economic interests. Without business opportunities and career advancement possibilities in the French language, the next
generation of Quebecois were destined to either remain outside the corridors of economic power in Quebec or resign themselves to learning English
as well as an Anglophone, so as to be able to compete effectively with colleagues who had the advantage of English as a mother tongue. Since it has
never been shown that one can be fully bilingual or equally as effective in a
second language, this option was hence wholly unrealistic.
The result of the former course would be a continuation of most of the
discontent, hostility and inequalities of the past. The latter course would
result ultimately in the demise of Quebec as a centre of French culture and
language in North America.
The Charter sought through compelling French language education for
children and by then offering business opportunities that could be pursued
in French, to make the use of French economically advantageous.
Prior to Law 101, it was in the best interests of the children of Quebecois
and the children of new immigrants to be schooled in English since this was
viewed as the language of opportunity. By making French the language of
opportunity in Quebec, and thereby ensuring the widespread use of the language, the government was able to guarantee a future for French culture
whose cornerstone is the language. Further, by opening the doors of commerce to French-speaking individuals French became not only a symbol of
culture but a way of facilitating the entry of young Quebecois ultimately
into positions of power in the private sector of Quebec.
Pierre Laurin, director of the HEC, the Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales, Quebec's leading business school, refers to the mid-seventies as
the onset of the "quiet revolution in business. '' 45 Laurin refers to his students moving into managerial leadership as the "first generation of
Quebeckers who have no inferiority complex." 46 While 90 percent of
senior management is still anglophone, in 1980, 95 percent of the HEC
graduating class found positions in the private sector, generally in the Eng47
lish-speaking corporate world.
These numbers reflect changes that are both cultural and structural.
Where culture ends and structure begins, however, is not easy to discern.4 8
While the language legislation forcefully changes the prevailing structure, it
has also had the more intangible effect of providing opportunities for Quebec youth to succeed in the English business world. Opportunity may also
be causing changes in attitude.
[Clertainly language has been a barrier. If the language of the boardroom was
English, a French Canadian had to conform or be excluded. Performing in a
'Quoted from interview with Pierre Laurin by Ramsay Cook in SATURDAY NIGHT, December, 1981, p. 23, Col. 3.
',Id.

"Id., at 24, col. 1.
"Id., at 27, col. 3.
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second language, competing with those working in their mother tongue, made
pracheavy demands on French Canadians. The family law office, or
49 a medical
tice with a French-speaking clientele, has obvious attractions.
In 1980, however, a third of all Canadian business students were in Quebec,
although Quebec accounts for only a fourth of the student population of
50
Canada.
Just as Quebec needs English-speaking enterprise, so now with the language legislation does English-speaking enterprise need intelligent, ambitious French-speaking youth.
Contrary to the historical situation that prevailed at the time of the Royal
note 38
Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism (see p. 558 and
5
supra) the economics of being francophone has now improved .
It is appropriate then to consider the education and business language
provisions of the charter as complementary in their objectives.
Beginning with the education provisions, the Charter stipulates that
instruction in kindergarten classes and in elementary and secondary schools
shall be in French. Exceptions to this prescription may, however, be
requested by parents of children who fall within the exceptions provided in
the Charter: (1) Those whose father or mother received his or her elementary education in English in Quebec; (2) Those whose father or mother,
domiciled in Quebec on August 26, 1977, received his or her elementary
education in English outside Quebec; (3) Those who, in their last year of
school in Quebec before August 26, 1977, were lawfully receiving their
instruction in a public kindergarten class or elementary or secondary
school; and (4) The younger brothers and sisters of the children described
above. 52 In addition, families from other parts of Canada and from abroad
who are planning to live temporarily in Quebec can send their children to
to live in
English language schools for a three-year period. If they continue
53
years.
three
another
for
extended
be
Quebec, this option can
While there are still many misperceptions by employees whose firms seek
to transfer them into Quebec, in fact the exceptions to the education provisions are designed so as not to discourage intercorporate transfers.
Of more direct relevance to the business community are the provisions
dealing with the language of commerce and business and the francization of
business firms.
49

1d., at 27, col. 3.

"I1d., at 20, col. 1.
'"The economic structure of Quebec has undergone substantial changes in the past two
decades and those changes are far from complete. A study of comparative incomes for French
and English males in Montreal carried out by Jac-Andre Boulet in 1979 concluded: 'In 1961
there was a fifty-one percent divergence between the average earnings of francophones and
those of anglophones. By 1970, this was reduced to thirty-two per cent, and had further
decreased to fifteen per cent by 1977."' SATURDAY NIGHT, at 28, col. 1.
52

3

The Charter, supra note 3, § 73.

Id., § 85 and Regs.
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Unlike the Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action programs of the United States, Law 101 requires francization, but it does not
require "francophonisation." There are no suggestions of quotas in the
provisions of Law 101. Quotas are not part of the scheme, and though it
may in fact have the effect of a United States' styled Affirmative Action
program, francophone recruitment is not mandated.
As a general principle the Charter grants every Quebecois the right to
work in French. This is to be achieved through the Charter by the
mandatory francization of business, by explicit deadlines and by the imposition of penalties on those who fail to comply.
Chapter V of the Charter dealing with the francization of business firms
requires all business firms, including public utility firms, having fifty or
more employees to hold a francization certificate (issued by the Office de la
langue francaise (the "OLF")) no later than December 31, 1983 (§ 136).
Any business firm which does not hold a francization certificate on the date
prescribed for it by the OLF under section 152 is liable in addition to costs
to a fine of $100 to $2,000 for each day which it carries on its business
without a certificate (§ 206).
The certificate attests that the business firm is following a francization
program approved by the OLF (§ 138) or that French already enjoys the
status in the firm that such programs are designed to ensure (§ 140).
The francization program is required of all firms in which French has not
attained the required status. The program is intended to generalize the use
of French at all levels of the business firm. In the language of the Charter
this implies:
(a) the knowledge of the official language on the part of management, the
members of the professional corporations and the other members of the staff;
(b) an increase at all levels of the business firm, including the board of directors; in the number of persons having a good knowledge of the French language
so as to generalize its use;
(c) the use of French as the language of work and as the language of internal
communications;
(d) the use of French in the working documents of the business firm, especially
in manuals and catalogues;
(e) the use of French in communications with clients, suppliers and the public;
(f) the use of French terminology;
(g) the use of French in advertising;
(h) appropriate policies for hiring, promotion and transfer (§ 141).
Section 141, the key section of Chapter V, "The Francization of Business
Firms," falls within Title II of the Charter, "The Office of The French Language and Francization" and cites its interpretation from Title I, Chapter
VI, "The Language of Labour Relations" and Chapter VII, 'The Language
of Commerce and Business." In particular the parameters of section 141(h)
are drawn by sections 41, 42, 44, 45 and 46 of the charter. (See p. 571
infra).
The francization programs are able to take into account certain situations
including: persons who are near retirement or who have long records of
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service with the business firm (§ 142); the relations of business firms with
the exterior and in the situation of business firms producing cultural goods
having a language content, the situation of production units whose work is
directly related to such language content (§ 145).
Through negotiations, the firms become active participants in the drafting of their own francization program. The result is that each program can
be uniquely structured to the particular setting of the firm by creating
exceptions on an ad-hoc basis through these private negotiations. The content of each francization program is kept confidential by the OLF. In this
way, the Office de la langue francaise can maintain open channels of communication with private industry without fear of establishing binding public precedents that can be used by other firms in Quebec.
The approach of the OLF in encouraging the use of personal negotiations
to establish a program is characteristic of the "Canadian" approach to rule
making. While U.S. investors often become frustrated with the vagaries of
Canadian government legislative policies such as the Foreign Investment
Review Act, 54 it is a pattern with which Canadians are familiar. In lieu of a
detailed statutory and regulatory framework, the broad guidelines and
objectives are established and from there the "deal" is struck following a
period of face to face negotiation. The result is a program or an investment
proposal better reflecting the particular circumstances (opportunities and
limitations) of that business than would a code of arbitrary and detailed
standards. Given an even-handed application, it is the flexibility of this
approach that is in the best interests of the U.S. investor, albeit a "foreign"
approach.
The result is that each francization program is structured for a particular
firm. They may vary according to, for example, technology or frequency of
communications with suppliers and customers outside of Quebec. However, the burden of proof lies with each company to have the OLF recognize and accept the various constraints under which it works. 55
While the negotiations indicate that the OLF is prepared to accommodate the interests of business, compliance with the letter and the spirit of the
law is expected.
Through negotiations with a number of companies the OLF has defined
basic principles for French language communications between head offices
(whether located inside or outside Quebec) and their Quebec branches, the
result being a form of institutional bilingualism. 56 For example, Imperial
Oil, whose head offices are outside of Quebec, in its negotiations with the
OLF "agreed that two-way correspondence should be conducted in French
within Quebec whenever it personally involved a member of the board of
directors, a national branch director or his assistant. Or when it concerned
'S.C. 1973, c. 46, as amended.
"Correspondence from the Director of Francization of the Centre de linguistique de
'enterprise, May 6, 1982.
"Guillotte, Thefrancizaion of business in Quebec, 5 LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY 10 (1981).
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national planning, the issuance 57of policies and directives or the monitoring
of results on a national basis."
Westinghouse Canada Ltd., whose head office is in Hamilton Ontario,
employs 7,000 persons in Canada of which 1,600 are located in fourteen
Quebec establishments. Seventy-five percent of the products manufactured
in Quebec are sold to clients located outside the province. Westinghouse in
January of 1980, as part of its francization strategy, combined all of its Quebec divisions into two organizational groups.
The francization program of Westinghouse is illustrative of what section
141 seeks to achieve. Because of commercial and technical constraints
linked to the technology used by the firm and the large number of customers and suppliers located outside Quebec, English is necessary in its Quebec
operations. In its francization program therefore the firm agreed to identify
these commercial and technical constraints and to limit the use of English
to communication needs related to these constraints. This is being done
through the preparation of job descriptions which list the main activities at
redrafting of appropriate laneach hierarchial level and then through the
58
guage requirements to the job description.
The Charter itself also makes special provision for the particular situation of head offices located in Quebec whose activities extend beyond the
borders of the province (§ 143). The manner of applying francization programs in head offices may be decided by "special agreements" with the
OLF (§ 144). While a special agreement remains in force, the head office
concerned is deemed to be observing sections 136 to 156 of the Charter
(those provisions governing the francization of business firms.)
Head office was defined by regulation passed March 26, 1979 as:
1. positions held by natural persons responsible on a pan-Canadian or international scale for the activities of overall management, of management of staff
departments or of service departments for the whole business firm or for its main
office if the head office is located outside Canada.
Members of the board of directors as well as executives, their assistants and the
support staff assigned to the activities of overall management, of management of
staff departments or of service departments for the whole business firm or for its
main office are also included as head office personnel. 59
In addition,
2. positions held by researchers as well as by natural persons assigned to the
management, conception and implementation of research and development activity in a business firm or a group of business firms are also included as head office
personnel. °
57

1d., at 10-11.
"Intercom, Francization and the linguistic transfer, No. 2

CENTRE DE LINGUISTIQUE DE

L'ENTREPRISE (1980).

"Regulation, Head Offices, § 2, O.C. 3646-78, gazetted and effective March 26, 1978. thereinafter cited as the "Head Office Regulation."]
-id., § 3.
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The "special agreement" of section 144 was also given content by regulation at the same time.
3. "special agreements", means the agreements negotiated between the Office
[de la langue francaise] and a business firm for the purpose of authorizing the use
of a language other than French as the working language of the head office of
that business firm and including provisions respecting the following points:
(a) the use of French within Quebec for communication with clients, suppliers and the public as well as shareholders and those holding other stock or bond
certificates;
(b) the use of French in communications with the management and the personnel of branches of the business firm in Quebec;
(c) the use of French for communication relating to contractual links
between the business firm and employees of the head office;
(d) the use of French on inside signs and posters in areas where head office
personnel work;
(e) the increase at all levels in the number of persons having a good knowledge of the French language;
(f)the progressive use of French terminology;
(g) the adoption of a hiring, promotion, and transfer policy suited to the use
of French;
(h) the61 reasons for the amendment, suspension, or cancelling of the
agreement.

The Head Office Regulation also defines which head offices may be eligi'62
ble for a "special agreement."
4. Every head office established in Quebec by a business firm whose activity
extends beyond Quebec and more than 50% of whose average gross income during the three years prior to the request accrues directly or indirectly from outside
Quebec is entitled upon written request of the firm to be designated as eligible for
an agreement.
5. Every business firm whose activities extend beyond Quebec and less than
50% of whose average gross income during the 3 years prior to the request accrues
from outside Quebec may request the Office in writing that its head office established in Quebec be recognized as eligible for an agreement if the firm is unable
to comply, in implementing its francization program within its head office, with
one of the program elements outlined in section 141 of the Act, having taken into
account the provisions of sections 142 and 143 of the Act, for one of the following
reasons:
(a) its frequent business contacts outside Quebec;
(b) the complexity of the techniques used;
(c) its requirements for specially-trained staff,
(d) the effects that implementation of its francization program within the
head office may have on competitive position.
6. For the purposes of sections 4 and 5, where a head office of a business firm
whose activity extends beyond Quebec has been established in Quebec for less
than three years, the average gross income is calculated for the period prior to the
request.
7. For the purposes of sections 4 and 5, the business firm must, prior to its
request, have completed the analysis of its language situation.
6

Regulation, Scope of Terms and Expressions Used in Section 144, § 2, O.C. 3645-78,
gazetted and effective March 26, 1978.
2

Head Office Regulation, § 4.
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But since the objective is to generalize the use of French, communications issued from Quebec offices to the other offices or head offices of the
firm wherever they are located, as well as communications to firms within
Quebec, come within the desired scope of section 141 and should therefore
be in French.
However, this aspect of francization programs, called interface or linguistic transfer, is also proper subject matter for negotiations with the OLF.
As an economic factor in Quebec head offices are significant. Reports
indicated in 1979 that the 108 head offices were the fifth largest employer in
Quebec, directly employing 45,000 people in the Montreal area with as
63
many as 180,000 jobs indirectly dependent on the head office industry.
In a survey by the Conseil du Patronat du Quebec, 15 percent of the
companies surveyed indicated they were moving all or part of their activities out of the province. 64 Thirty percent of the companies indicated they
could not operate efficiently in the longer run and could be forced to leave
if current conditions continue for more than two or three years. 65
While a few English head offices have left Quebec, some through quiet
transfers of key personnel or departments and others noisily such as the Sun
Life Insurance Company, the mass flight has not occurred. Further, the
growth of Quebec francophone business in the seventies has been very
strong. Examples of successful francophone entrepreneurial entities with
significant growth records include Provigo, Caisse de Depot, the Banque
Canadienne Nationale, Power Corporation, and Bombardier.
Significantly, too, by February of 1978, the OLF had promised French
language exemptions in forty head offices located in Montreal. 66 Equally
significant is that by January, 1981, 96 percent of the fi,"ms required to
67
obtain francization certificates had done SO.
Generally, the francization programs required under the Charter, affect
only business firms with fifty or more employees. Most firms in Quebec
with fewer than fifty employees are already French-speaking and others in
this category, especially the smallest, employ only non-French-speaking
personnel. It is therefore unnecessary to regulate the language of internal
communications among them. And it is clearly the larger firms that impact
most significantly on the Quebec economy and culture, since they employ
some two-thirds of the Quebec labor force. 68 However, provision is made
in the Charter for the OLF, in its discretion but subject to the approval of
the Minister, to require a business form employing less than fifty persons to
6

'Raabe, Business Images of the PQ. Investment and the Political Economy, 9 THE AMERI-

CAN REVIEW OF CANADIAN STUDIES, No. 2, 137 (1979).

"Id. at 137.
"Id. at 137.
"Id. at 136.
6
Interview with Pierre Laporte, Directeur de larecherche et de 'evaluation, Office de la
langue francaise (April 17, 1981).
"'The White Paper, supra note 33, at 26.
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analyze its language situation and to prepare and implement a francization
program (§ 151).69
In the case of business firms employing 100 or more persons, a francization committee must be formed, comprised of at least six persons, of whom
at least two must represent the workers (§ 146).

This committee is obliged to analyze the language situation in the firm
according to the questionnaires published by the OLF,70 and to make a
report to the management of the firm for forwarding to the OLF (§ 149).
On the basis of the analysis, the OLF decides whether or not the business

firm must adopt and apply a francization program. If the decision is affirmative, the francization committee of the firm drafts an appropriate program

and then supervises its application (§ 150).
Finally, the OLF may suspend or cancel the certificate of every business

firm failing to comply with the francization program it has undertaken to
follow, or which is no longer observing its obligations under the Charter
and the regulations (§ 154).71

Because Quebec is still an excellent location for investment, firms who
wish to continue operations there and those who seek to become established
there recognize the necessity of playing the part of good corporate citizens.
The coercive sections of the legislation however are also available for the
recalcitrant. While the legislation is designed to change attitudes, penalties
are available to those charged with monitoring the changes and evaluating
the results of the francization programs that have been negotiated (See note

73 and § 157-158).
While there have been no formal prosecutions of large or medium corporations, there have been a few prosecutions of individuals resulting from the
72
provisions of section 55 requiring French-only signs.

Chapter VII of the Charter regulating the language of commerce and
business deals with six main subjects: labeling of products, catalogues and
"'The language of communication in the civil administration also (which includes the government and its ministers, government agencies, municipal and school bodies, as well as health
and social service organizations) is with few exceptions French only (§ 14-29).
"See, The Linguistic Analysis ofa Business Firm, (published in French by the Office de ia
langue francaise and in English by the Centre de Linguistique de I'Enterprise).
"Section 155 of the Charter provides for an appeal from a decision of the OLF "refusing,
suspending or cancelling a francization certificate."
The appeal is brought before an appeals committee established by the government for such
purpose, following the procedure it may establish. The appeals committee consists of three
members appointed by the Government.
"The first prosecution for illegally posting English-language advertising in Quebec took
place on April 22, 1981, when a small local real estate agency was fined $100 for posting two
For Rent signs in the largely English-speaking west end of Montreal. THE GLOBE AND MAIL,
April 23, 1982 at 1,col. 5. The Quebec Superior Court had held on March 25, 1982, that those
sections of The Charter of the French Language requiring the use of French in signs and
commercial publications "fall within provincial powers and do not conflict with the Quebec
Charter of Human Rights." TORONTO STAR, The Landmark JudgmentAgainst English in Quebec, March 31, 1982, at A22, col. I.
It is not clear whether this decision would stand should another challenge be taken under
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, passed several weeks after this decision.
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other documents, toys and games, contracts and other commercial documents, signs and posters, and firm names.
Section 51 dealing with the labeling of products requires that as of July 3,
1978, every inscription on a product, on its container or on its wrapping or
on printed texts or objects supplied with it, including the directions for use
and the warranty certificate, must be drafted in French. The French text
may be accompanied with a translation or translations but no inscription in
another language may be given greater prominence than that in French

(§ 51).
Pursuant to section 52, the OLF has by regulation indicated five exceptions to section 51:73
(1) Inscriptions on a product intended solely for sale outside Quebec may be
drawn up in a language other than French [Reg. 2];
(2) Inscriptions on a container at least eight cubic meters in a size used for
transporting merchandise may be in a language other than French if used for the
interprovincial or international transport of merchandise [Reg. 4];
(3) Inscriptions on a product from outside Quebec may be in a language other
than French where:
(a) a product not yet commercialized in Quebec is being exhibited at conventions, exhibitions or fairs;
(b) a product is intended to be incorporated in a finished product or is to
be used in manufacturing, processing or repairing and the product is not offered
in retail commerce;
(c) products are of limited use for which no replacement with French
presentation exists on the Quebec market;
(d) inscriptions are engraved, inlaid or baked on the product itself [Reg.
5a-d];
(4) Inscriptions on publications, records, tape recordings or any other similar
cultural or educational products, and on the wrappings of these may be solely in
the language of such publications, records or tape recordings [Reg. 7];
(5) Inscriptions on a product used for medical, pharmaceutical or scientific
purposes may be drafted in one language only, other than French, when:
(a) the capacity of the container is less than five cubic centimeters or the
contents weigh less than 100 grams;
(b) the information appearing on the product in a language other than
French is presented in French on the wrapping or on a leaflet, brochure or card
that accompanies the product [Reg. 10a,b].

Section 53 provides that catalogues, brochures, folders, and similar publications must be drawn up in French. Section 15 of the Regulation provides
that these documents may be drawn up in a language other than French for
distribution in a public place, if separate publications are available in equal
quantities. Except in a public place any of these documents may be in a
language other than French and delivered to individuals who have
requested them in writing.
"The Office de la langue francaise was established under the Charter to"... see that the
French language becomes as soon as possible, the language of communication, work, commerce and business in the civil administration and business firms." (§ 100). The OLF has the
mandate under § 114(a) of the charter to draft regulations for the application of the act.
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Section 54 of the Charter forbids the offering to the public of toys or
games which require a non-French vocabulary for their use unless a French
version of the toy or game is available on no less favorable terms in the
Quebec market.
Contracts predetermined by one party, contracts containing printed standard clauses, as well as related documents, must be drawn up in French. At
the express wish of the parties they may be drawn up in another language
as well (§ 55). As well, application forms for employment, order forms,
invoices, receipts and quittances shall also be drawn up in French (§ 57).
Signs and posters and commercial advertising are to be solely in the
French language (§ 55) with certain exceptions. The rule does not apply to
advertising carried in news media of a language other than French, or to
messages of a religious, political, ideological or humanitarian nature, provided they are for a nonprofit motive (§ 59).
In public signs and commercial advertising, proper names, the names and
addresses of companies located outside of Quebec, trademarks registered
before August 26, 1977 under the terms of the Trade Marks Act and words
and expressions of foreign origin designating typical products for which
there is no French equivalent may appear in a language other than French
(§ 16 of the Regulations).
Generally signs and posters and other incidents of commercial advertising when they deal with cultural or educational products may be in both
French and in one of several of the languages of the particular activity (§ 8
of the Regulations).
Section 63 stipulates that firm names must be in French. Existing firm
names not in French were given until December 31, 1980, to change their
name to comply with section 64 [§ 65] and prospective firms must have
French names to obtain juridical personality (§ 64). However, firm names
may be accompanied by a version in another language for use outside Quebec. That version may be used together with the French version of the firm
name in inscriptions appearing on products if these are offered both in Quebec and outside Quebec (§ 68). Subject to section 68, in all other cases, only
the French version of a firm name may be used in Quebec (§ 69).
Although firm names must be in French, family names, place names,
expressions formed by the artificial combination of letters, syllables or
figures, and expressions taken from other languages may appear in firm
names as specific elements of the name (§ 67).
In addition, expressions taken from another language may be used as a
specific element in a firm name if the expression is used with a generic
element in the French language (§ 18).
Although these particular provisions may appear as window-dressing
without any substantial practical import, the intent of the legislation is to
present to the world a public image of Quebec as a French-speaking nation.
Chapter VI of the Charter deals with the language of labor relations.
The Charter requires that every employer draw up his written communica-
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tions to his staff in French and that he publish offers of employment or
promotion in French (§ 41). Where an employer publishes an offer of
employment in a daily newspaper published in a language other than
French, it must be simultaneously published in French with at least
equivalent display in a daily newspaper published in French (§ 42).
Collective agreements and the schedules to them must be drafted in the
official language (§ 43). Arbitration awards and decisions rendered under
the Labor Code by investigators, investigation committees, and the Labor
Court are to be drawn in French or accompanied by a certified French
version (only the French version is official § 44). Employers are prohibited
from dismissing, laying off, demoting or transferring an employee for the
sole reason that he is exclusively French-speaking or that he has insufficient
knowledge of a language other than French (§ 45). Further, an employer is
prohibited from making the obtaining of employment dependent upon the
knowledge of a language other than French, unless the nature of the duties
requires the knowledge of that other language. The burden of proof that
knowledge of the other language is necessary is on the employer (§ 46).
Contravention of either section 45 or 46, in addition to being an offense
against the Charter, gives any worker the right to vindicate his rights under
the Labor Code in the same way as workers governed by a collective agreement (§ 47).
Clearly, the converse is not true and such redress is not available to the
individual currently employed in Quebec who is dismissed, laid off,
demoted, or transferred for the sole reason that he is exclusively Englishspeaking or has an insufficient knowledge of French.
The professional corporations and their members are subject to a series
of special measures:
(1) they may not issue permits in Quebec except to persons whose knowledge
of the official language is appropriate to the practice of the profession. Proof of
that knowledge must be given in accordance with the regulations of the OLF,
for the holding of examinations and the issuance of certifiwhich may provide
74
cates (§ 35);
(2) they may issue temporary permits [valid for one year and twice renewable
with the authorization of the OLF if it be in the public interest] to persons from
outside Quebec who are declared qualified to practice their profession but who do
not have a working knowledge of French. [For each renewal, the persons concerned must sit for examinations held according to the regulations of the OLF

§ 37, 38]
(3) where it is in the public interest, a professional corporation may, with the
authorization of the OLF, issue a restricted permit which authorizes its holder to
practice his profession for one employer exclusively in a position that does not
involve his dealing with the public. [§ 401
4

See, French Test in Quebec isUpheld, THE GLOBE AND MAIL, September 8, 1982 at 8., col.
3. In a challenge to the French language proficiency tests by an anglophone nursing assistant,
the Quebec Superior Court ruled that the Charter of the French Language which established
the tests was not discriminatory since it required all professional to have an appropriate
knowledge of French to receive professional permits. [emphasis added].
1
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While the provisions of the Charter may seem somewhat draconian, in
addition to mandating the use of French, the Charter in Chapter II recognizes certain fundamental language rights by decreeing that:
(1) every person has a right to have the civil administration, the health and
social services, the public utility firms, the professional corporations, the associations of employees in all business firms doing business in Quebec communicate
with them in French;
(2) in deliberative assembly every person has a right to speak French;
(3) workers have a right to carry on their activities in French;
(4) consumers of goods and services have a right to be informed and served in
French;
(5) every person eligible for instruction in Quebec has a right to receive that
instruction in French [§ 61.
For the I million non-francophones in Quebec, the issue of minority
rights has focused nearly exclusively on the educational sections of the
Charter and has been based on a universal concept of freedom of choice.
Until April of 1982 there were no "constitutional" civil liberties in Canada.
In addition, "property and civil rights" and education were still within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the provinces under section 92(13) and section 93
of the B.N.A. Act. Therefore, minority groups seeking to invalidate the
legislation had to look to other Quebec human rights legislation, common
law rights and parliamentary conventions. 75 Attacks on the legislation
must then be carried out on a section by section basis. While some sections
of the Charter that are on their face contrary to section 133 of the B.N.A.
Act (those dealing with the provisions affecting the language of the courts
and legislature) have been successfully contested, 76 the bulk of the Charter
and in particular those provisions dealing with the language of business and
education were quite clearly within the competence of the Quebec legislature at the time of the enactment of the Charter.
The new Canadian Constitution has changed this. Subsection 2 provides
that the "Constitution of Canada includes the Canada Act," Schedule B of
which is the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Although the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms begins by declaring that the rights and
freedoms it guarantees are subject to limits (section 1), section 52(1) states
that:
The Constitution of Canada is the supreme law of Canada, and any law that is
inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution is, to the extent of the inconsistency, of no force or effect.
Sections 16 through 22 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms give constitutional force to the federal government's Official Languages Act.

"Also see Short, Restrictions on Access to English language schools in Quebec, International
Human Rights Analysis, 4 CAN.-U.S.L.J. 1.
"Procureur general de laprovince de Quebec v. Blaikie 101 D.L.R. 3d. 394 (1979).
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16. (1) English and French are the official languages of Canada and have
equality of status and equal rights and privileges as to their use in all institutions
of the Parliament and government of Canada.
(2) English and French are the official languages of New Brunswick and have
equality of status and equal rights and privileges as to their use in all institutions
of the legislature and government of New Brunswick.
(3) Nothing in this Charter limits the authority of Parliament or a legislature
to advance the equality of status or use of English and French.
17. (1) Everyone has the right to use English or French in any debates and
other proceedings of Parliament.
(2) Everyone has the right to use English or French in any debates and other
proceedings of the legislature of New Brunswick.
18. (1) The statutes, records and journals of Parliament shall be printed and
published in English and French and both language versions are equally
authoritative.
(2) The statutes, records and journals of the legislature of New Brunswick
shall be printed and published in English and French and both language versions
are equally authoritative.
19. (1) Either English or French may be used by any person in, or in any
pleading in or process issuing from, any court established by Parliament.
(2) Either English or French may be used by any person in, or in any pleading in or process issuing from, any court of New Brunswick.
20. (1) Any member of the public in Canada has the right to communicate
with, and to receive available services from, any head or central office of an institution of the Parliament or government of Canada in English or French, and has
the same right with respect to any other office of any such institution where:
(a) there is a significant demand for communications with and services
from that office in such language; or
(b) due to the nature of the office, it is reasonable that communications
with and services from that office be available in both English and French.
(2) Any member of the public in New Brunswick has the right to communicate with, and to receive available services from, any office of an institution of the
legislature or government of New Brunswick in English or French.
21. Nothing in sections 16 to 20 abrogates or derogates from any right, privilege or obligation with respect to the English and French languages, or either of
them, that exists or is continued by virtue of any other provision of the Constitution of Canada.
22. Nothing in sections 16 to 20 abrogates or derogates from any legal or
customary right or privilege acquired or enjoyed either before or after the coming
into force of this Charter with respect to any language that is not English or
French.
And, section 23 provides for minority language education rights.
23.

(1) Citizens of Canada
(a) whose first language learned and still understood is that of the English or French linguistic minority population of the province in which they reside,
or
(b) who have received their primary school instruction in Canada in
English or French and reside in a province where the language in which they
received that instruction is the language of the English or French linguistic
minority population of the province, have the right to have their children receive
primary and secondary school instruction in that language in that province.
(2) Citizens of Canada of whom any child has received or is receiving primary or secondary school instruction in English or French in Canada, have the
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right to have all their children receive primary and secondary school instruction
in the same language.
(3) The right of citizens of Canada under subsections (1) and (2) to have their
children receive primary and secondary school instruction in the language of the
English or French linguistic minority population of a province
(a) applies wherever in the province the number of children of citizens
who have such a right is sufficient to warrant the provision to them out of public
funds of minority language instruction, and
(b) includes, where the number of those children so warrants, the right to
have them receive that instruction in minority language educational facilities provided out of public funds.
The first legal test of the Constitution's transfer of power over education
from the provinces to the federal government came in September of 1982.
The Chief Justice of the Quebec Superior Court ruled unconstitutional the
education provisions of Law 101 that require anglophone Canadian parents
to send their children to French schools if they move to Quebec. 77 The
decision is being appealed to the Quebec Court of Appeal. Pending the
outcome of the appeal, the provisions of Law 101 will continue to apply.
Finally, responsibility for applying the Charter is left to three agencies: The Office de la langue francaise (§ 99-128), the Commission de surveillance de la langue francaise, which has investigatory powers to
undertake enquiries relating to failures to comply with the Charter
(§ 157-158), and the Conseil de la langue francaise whose mandate is to
advise the cabinet minister, charged with administering Quebec's policy on
the French language, on questions relating to the interpretation and application of the Charter.
IV.

Impact of the Charter on the Business Community

Of interest, four years after the enactment of the Charter of the French
Language, is the experience of firms still doing business in Quebec.
The business perception of the Parti Quebecois government since its initial election has been generally negative. Part of this is clearly the language
legislation, but other early legislation which indexed the already high minimum wage, labor legislation distinctly pro-union in impact, tax legislation
which substantially increased personal income tax on high income earners,
and threats to legislate the expropriation not only of the asbestos industry
but other "culturally influential industries" as well, created an environment
in which those who were able to move sometimes did so.
For those who chose to stay because of the strength of Quebec's markets
and its resource base, or because they were unable to leave, the language
78
laws became the most significant element to adapt to in the new Quebec.
7Malarek,

Judge Rules Against Quebec Language Law, THE GLOBE AND MAIL, September

9, 1982 at I, col. 3.
"'Forbusinesses in Quebec attempting to comply with the language legislation, in March of
1972 a number of major corporations doing business in Quebec created a non-profit organization whose main objective is to meet the business communities' special needs in complying
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For those remaining there have been costs in remaining and complying
with the Charter. Beyond the mere achievement of compliance there have
also been unanticipated advantages, few of which were hoped for in the
mid-seventies.
Various strategies among firms in Quebec have been attempted to
achieve the francization objective required by the law. Certain firms have
implemented organizational or structural changes; for example, internal
reorganizations that create francophone production units, the creation of
provincial branches, the creation of new divisions where the language is
principally French, and the movement of certain divisions of head office to
locations outside of Quebec, leaving divisions able to work principally in
French within the province. Other initiatives have been directed at personnel changes; for example, the offering of French immersion programs to
English workers, the recruitment or rapid promotion of French workers and
79
the replacement in managerial positions of anglophones by francophones.
The experiences of the firms have indicated that costs of translation are
the single most expensive element of their francization programs, and generally represent more than half of the total cost in the program, followed by
language training programs and finally the cost of preparing a linguistics
analysis.80 However, total costs of the francization program have been less
than 5 percent of the total costs of the firms operating in Quebec or less
than I percent of total sales. 8'
Indirect costs however have also been encountered, the principal ones
being the difficulty of recruiting trained personnel outside of Quebec resulting from the current political climate in Quebec in which an anti-English
backlash is being experienced, the higher level of taxation in Quebec, the
restrictions imposed on English language school instruction for children,
by non-French speaking working spouses in
and the difficulty encountered
82
employment.
acquiring
More than the direct costs these are ongoing costs, much less susceptible
to easy solutions.
with the language legislation. The Centre de linguistique de l'entreprise offers members services in four main areas:
1. The formulation of francization programs;
2. language training and translation;
3. information services;
4. advice on all aspects of linguistic management in business firms.
'"Interview with Michel Guillott, Director, Centre de linguistique de l'entreprise, April 15,
1981.
"°Etudes economiques et sociales (Econosult Inc.) ETUDE SUR LES AVANTAGES ET LES COUTS
DE LA FRANCISATION, STRATEGIES DE FRANCISATION 10 (1980) [hereinafter cited as Econosult
Study) (all, my unofficial translations of the EcONOSULT STUDY].
"Id. I Introduction el rapport de synthese, at 25. (The company bears all the costs of these
programs. Government funding for French language training applies only to new
immigrants.)
"Id. at 25-26.
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In a competitive market, notwithstanding that direct costs may be minimal, some firms may find them sufficient cause to move elsewhere when
weighed together with the ongoing indirect costs.
At the same time, with over one-third of all Canadian business students
now coming out of Quebec, it would be short-sighted for the English-language business community to ignore this valuable human resource.
In addition, advantages have been unexpectedly experienced by firms
already employing French-speaking workers. In particular, increased levels
of participation and productivity by the francophone workers have been
noted. An Econosult, Inc., study distinguished between prepared communications and spontaneous communications and found that it was a result
of familiarity with the working language in the later context that explains
the productivity and morale gains after the implementation of a franciza83
tion program.
It is clearly too soon to assess empirically the impact of the Charter; however, the perception is one of significant change, in the status of French as a
language of communication, in the early data on corporate linguistic repre84
sentation and in the extent of corporate language use.
Such gains could have been anticipated, however, after the Report of the
Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism:
Working in a second language is a natural handicap. Few anglophone
Canadians would like to have their competence judged by their performance in work they were required to carry out in French. Yet, in both government and private enterprise, the higher the post, the more important is
the precise, effective use of language. There is often a psychological effect
on the person trying to function in a language not his own realizing that
most of his writing is labored and his speech marred by faulty constructions. He becomes self-conscious, which in turn leads him to withdraw
from events in which he might otherwise have taken an active part.
Although effective written and oral presentation of ideas is not required of
the majority of the labor force, a language barrier hindering easy communi85
cations with superiors and colleagues represents a handicap.
Further, the principal reason given by Anglophones in 1971 for not working in French was that it would take them longer to do the same work. This
was the reason given by both categories of Anglophones: 60 percent of the
Anglophones working in the two languages in 1971 and 40 percent of the
Anglophones working solely in English in 1971.86
The Econosult Study suggested two advantages for a fiancophone individual able to use French as his language of work:
3

1d. 2 Cadre analytique, at 9.

"Pierre E. Laporte, Language Planning in Quebec, a paper read at the 76th Annual Meeting
of the American Sociological Association, Toronto, August 24-28, 1981.
"3 RCBB, supra note 2, at 4.
'Carlos, L'utilisationdufrancais darns le monde du travail de Quebec, 180 (1980).
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(1) the employee will be able to work more efficiently in French than
any other language because:
(a) he will work more quickly;
(b) he will be able to take more initiative;
(c) he will understand more quickly and accurately the instructions
of his superiors;
(d) he will make fewer mistakes;
(e) he is less likely to have work-related accidents [if safety standards,
87
machine operation directions, etc. are in French].
(2) Because the employee will experience greater job satisfaction his
88
productivity will increase.
Although admitting the difficulty of showing a link between job satisfaction and job productivity based on the studies by Manon Bourgeois8 9 and
Organ, 9° the Econosult Study suggests that this link although difficult to
prove can be shown by certain factors which tend to follow from job
satisfaction:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

recruitment of young francophone specialists and managers becomes
easier;
personnel turnover diminishes;
industrial relations improve both quantitatively and qualitatively. [It
should be noted here that the Quebec labor unions are notoriously political and nationalistic].
an employee can identify more easily
with a firm where opportunities for
9
advancement are clearly available.

Of interest in this context are some of the findings from a study done in
the early seventies on the attitudes of Quebecois on the use of French in the
work-place.
If we take positive answers of 60 percent and over as indicating factors considered
as important obstacles, we must conclude that, among those working almost
exclusively in English, the French-speaking employees see the greatest number of
difficulties attached to an increased use of French. In order of frequency, these
factors are as follows:
(a) the fear of delayed or blocked promotion;
(b) the fear of inconveniencing colleagues;
(c) the fear of losing one's job;
92
(d) the fear of being isolated at work.

The constraints on a unilingual policy for the language of work in Quebec are several. For example, in the North American context, the language
87

Econosul Study, supra note 45, 2 Cadre analytique, at 11.
"Id. at 13.
"Bourgeois, Discussionet operationalisationdes relationspossibles entrefrancisation-satisfac-

tion-productivite. (Mimeo), 1979. (my unofficial translation).
'°Organ, Reappraisal and Reinterpretationof the Satifactioncum PerformanceHypothesis, 2
THE ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT REVIEW

46, 53 (1977).

"Econosult Study, supra note 45, 2 Cadre analytique, at 13-14.
"2 Carlos, supra note 51, at 185, 32.
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of science and technology is overwhelmingly English. Technical documents, information centers and training programs by the largely American
enterprises for their products (computers are a key example) are exclusively
English. Accordingly, managers and scientists must have minimum English
comprehension ability. The same situation applies in the field of research
and development. Major efforts have been made in recent years by the
Canadian government to encourage more research and development in
Canada so as to allow students of the graduate schools to remain in Canada
and not have to emigrate to the United States for the best positions. Quebec has the same aspirations for its youth. But research and development
entails exchanges of ideas and information. In the North American context
where there are approximately 240 million Anglophones and only 7 million
Francophones, the dominant language of one's colleagues in the field will
necessarily be English.
V.

Conclusion

Three studies on the choice of language of business by firms suggest dif93
ferent factors which influence choice:
(1) The language used in its communications with its agents (Breton and
Mieszkowski, 1975).
(2) The language of its customers and clients [Hocevar].
(3) The language of the owners in the case of private enterprises and of the
Board of Directors in the case of public enterprises; the language of the technology used by the firm [language of operation, training, repair]; the language of the
market on which the firm relies for its success [Vaillancourt, 1980].
For Quebec business concerns, the choice has been removed-Law 101
establishes the rules governing language choice, the OLF sets the guidelines
and only after this does business have input in negotiating variations on
French language use.
The francization program ultimately negotiated has been described as
"essentially. . .a social contract between the state, represented by the OLF
and a business firm."' 94 This characterization of course returns us to the
original premise that in Canada, and particularly in Quebec, language and
politics are inseparable and for business inescapable.
The Charter is a dramatic undertaking based on politics and not economics, whose goals extend far beyond merely the use of a language. It has
clearly increased certain costs of doing business in Quebec. But when the
emotional reactions to it have diminshed, it will be recognized that it is in
the comprehensiveness of its scope that the Charter in fact is favorable to
business operations in facilitating the type of ordered change that allows
"Cited in Econosult Study, supra note 45, 2 Cadre analytique, at 18-19.
"Intercom, Francization and Communications, No. 2 Centre de Linguistique de 'entreprise
(1980) (comment of Jean-Guy Lavigne, Vice-President of the Office de la langue francaise).
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business to know the rules of the game and then to ultimately carry on their
activities with minimal outside interference. No matter how distasteful
intervention such as the language laws may be to private enterprise, an
understanding of the management of social change (through the language
legislation) sought by the Quebec government is fundamental to anyone
seeking to carry on business in Quebec in the future.

